Development and evaluation of a brief self-completed family history screening tool for common chronic disease prevention in primary care

Abstract

Background
Family history is an important risk factor for many common chronic diseases, but it remains underutilised for diagnostic assessment and disease prevention in routine primary care.

Aim
To develop and validate a brief self-completed family history questionnaire (FHQ) for systematic primary care assessment for family history of diabetes, ischaemic heart disease, breast cancer, and colorectal cancer.

Design and setting
Two-stage diagnostic validation study in 10 general practices in eastern England.

Method
Participants aged 18–50 years were identified via random sampling from electronic searches of general practice records. Participants completed a FHQ then had a three-generational ‘gold standard’ pedigree taken, to determine disease risk category. In stage 1, the FHQ comprised 12 items; in stage 2 the shorter 6-item FHQ was validated against the same ‘gold standard’.

Results
There were 1147 participants (stage 1: 618; stage 2: 529). Overall, 32% were at increased risk of one or more marker conditions [diabetes 18.9%, ischaemic heart disease 13.3%, breast cancer 6.2%, colorectal cancer 2.2%]. The shorter 6-item FHQ performed very well for all four conditions: pooled data from both stages show diabetes, ischaemic heart disease, breast cancer, and colorectal cancer, sensitivity = 98%, specificity = 94%; ischaemic heart disease, sensitivity = 93%, specificity = 81%; breast cancer, sensitivity = 81%, specificity = 83%; colorectal cancer, sensitivity = 96%, specificity = 88%, with an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.90 for males and 0.89 for females.

Conclusion
This brief self-completed FHQ shows good diagnostic accuracy for identifying people at higher risk of four common chronic diseases. It could be used in routine primary care to identify patients who would be most likely to benefit from a more detailed pedigree and risk assessment, and consequent management strategies.
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INTRODUCTION
The family medical history is traditionally part of history taking in clinical practice, but it remains underutilised for diagnostic assessment and disease prevention in routine primary care.1,2 In the US in 2007, an expert panel concluded that tools for systematic collection of family history are likely to improve on usual practice in primary care.3 In the UK, despite the emphasis on the need for integration of genetics into primary care, in the Department of Health’s 2003 white paper on genetics, the collection and use of family history information continues to present real challenges for GPs.4,5 This is partly due to the competing demands for care and time factors that are placed on GPs.6,7 Other challenges include the lack of systematic, computerised, and updateable collection and assessment methods,8 the complexity of familial risk interpretation, and concerns about the accuracy of self-reported family history.9

A positive family history is an independent risk factor for many common chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and many cancers, depending on the number of affected relatives and their age at diagnosis.10 The family history represents not only shared genetic factors but also environmental and behavioural exposures. It is increasingly seen in public health as a useful tool to identify higher-risk groups to target risk prevention,11 although there is little evidence yet to confirm the clinical utility or health benefits of screening family history in primary care.12 Nevertheless, clinical guidelines in the UK and internationally recommend family history assessments for many common chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular disease, and there is accumulating evidence about effective interventions for primary or secondary prevention, including behaviour change advice,13 early surveillance, and medication14.

The authors’ previous systematic review of family history questionnaires (FHQs) designed for clinical use showed that they can be used to obtain reasonably accurate family history information, and to identify populations at increased risk of disease.15 However, despite the abundance of available FHQs, it highlighted a dearth of FHQs that had been formally validated. Several short single-cancer-specific FHQs existed but the majority were lengthy and derived from the clinical genetics setting.16 This study aimed to develop and evaluate...
How this fits in
Family history is an important risk factor for many common diseases but it is underutilised in primary care. The study identified a brief, self-completed family history questionnaire with good diagnostic accuracy for identifying people at higher risk of diabetes, ischaemic heart disease, breast cancer, and colorectal cancer due to their family history. It could be routinely used, either alone or together with assessment of other risk factors, to promote chronic disease prevention.

a brief and simple self-completed family history screening tool for systematic family history assessment in primary care. As approximately 40% of the adult primary care population will have a family history of type 2 diabetes, ischaemic heart disease, breast cancer, or colorectal cancer,17 and there are risk-reducing interventions for these conditions, they were chosen as the marker conditions for this study.

METHOD
The study was set in 10 general practices in Cambridgeshire, north Essex, mid-Essex, and Hertfordshire primary care trusts between July 2009 and March 2011. The study comprised two consecutive stages (stage 1: development; stage 2: validation), each of which used a different practice population; the recruitment, consultation, and data-collection processes were conducted identically during both stages of the study.

The electronic medical records of each practice were searched to identify all patients aged 18 to 50 years, and an integrated electronic program was then used to randomly sample a group of patients (initially 1000 per practice per stage). Patients were excluded by their GPs if they had insufficient understanding of English, or ongoing serious physical or psychological conditions. Patients were then sent a letter of invitation to take part in a data-collection session arranged in their own surgery.

Family history questionnaire (FHQ)
The development of the FHQ was informed by the authors’ previous systematic review of published research of formally evaluated questionnaire-based approaches to collecting family history in a clinical setting.15

The reference standard
While accepting the limitations inherent in a self-reported family history, a three-generational pedigree collected by a trained research nurse represented the most accurate family history that could pragmatically be obtained in primary care. The researcher assessed the risk of each marker condition, guided by the most recent and relevant evidence appraisals or guidelines: the recommendations of The Fourth Joint Task Force of European and other Societies on coronary heart disease prevention for risk of diabetes and heart disease,19 and NICE and Public Health Genetics Unit (eastern region) guidelines for the risk of breast and colorectal cancer.18 Cases that could not be assigned to risk categories by the researchers were reviewed by the clinical risk-assessment group, which reached full agreement by consensus.

Data collection
Two specifically trained nurse researchers with experience in pedigree taking and genetic counselling conducted research data-collection sessions in each participating practice; stages 1 and 2 each lasted about 4 months each practice. The study consultation lasted 15 to 30 minutes. After giving informed consent, the participant self-completed the FHQ and sealed it in an envelope. The researcher then took a three-generational pedigree as the reference standard, specifically seeking relatives affected with the marker conditions. Based on this pedigree, the researcher gave the participant an estimate of whether they were at normal (‘population’) or increased risk for each marker condition.
Within 1 week, the researcher mailed the participant their full risk assessment based on their family history, plus management recommendations for those found to be at increased risk, including: a nurse visit for diagnostic tests (measurement of blood pressure, blood glucose, lipids) or a GP visit for consideration of referral for cancer screening tests. Copies of these letters plus pedigrees were sent to each participant’s GP.

**Sample size**
The sample size was calculated using data on the prevalence of family history risk for each marker condition. Six hundred participants per stage was chosen because this provided a very high probability (>90% power) of identifying whether those answering ‘yes’ to a questionnaire item would have a different risk from those answering ‘no’. For increased diabetes risk (prevalence 18%), there was 97% power to detect a relative risk of 2.0 (30% at raised risk in those answering ‘yes’ versus 15% for those answering ‘no’); for increased ischaemic heart disease risk (prevalence 13%), there was 92% power to detect a relative risk of 2.5 (25% for ‘yes’ versus 10% for ‘no’); for increased breast cancer risk (prevalence 6.3%), there was 95% power to detect a relative risk of 4.0 (16% for ‘yes’ versus 4% for ‘no’); and for increased colorectal cancer risk (prevalence 2.5%), there was 93% power to detect a relative risk of 6.0 (7.5% for ‘yes’ versus 1.25% for ‘no’). These calculations were made for items where 20% of participants answer ‘yes’. A type 1 error rate of 10% was used, which provided a safety net to allow borderline significant items in stage 1 to progress to fuller evaluation in stage 2.

**Statistical analysis**
The aim of the first stage was to identify items, or combinations of items, that were sufficiently predictive of increased risk of each condition to be retained for fuller evaluation and validation in the second stage. In the first step of their evaluation, items were identified as not significant and excluded by using Fisher’s exact test of association with $P>0.1$. For consistency, this same exact test method was used for all items, including those items with categories with a small number of responses where only exact methods are valid. All rare response items were excluded at this initial step. A ‘positive response’ for a combination of items was defined when at least one of the items in the combination was answered ‘yes’. For each condition, the significant item with the greatest accuracy, defined as the average of sensitivity and specificity, was identified and retained. In the second step of the evaluation, each other significant item was excluded if, in combination with the most accurate item, there was no significant improvement in prediction as assessed by the likelihood ratio test. Further steps, using multiple logistic regression, were not reported because once the two items with greatest accuracy were retained, other items did not significantly add to the performance. An exception was to allow a borderline item to be retained for colorectal cancer, in view of the low prevalence of this marker condition.

Validation of the retained items and combinations was assessed by $χ^2$ tests, showing non-significant differences in sensitivity and specificity between the two stages (data available from the authors). Data from the two stages were therefore pooled, and the positive and negative likelihood were reported as an overall assessment for each condition. The positive predictive value and false-positive rate were used to show the posterior probabilities of being at increased risk, given a positive or negative response to the item or combination. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was obtained using multiple logistic regression, and was used to summarise the performance of applying the overall tool of six items for predicting increased risk for any of these conditions for females, and for the three conditions relevant to males.

**RESULTS**
In total, 23 175 patients from 10 practices...
were approached and 1147 participated (stage 1: 618; stage 2: 529), giving a response rate of 5.0%. The participants were mainly female (68.6%), with a mean age of 41.5 years. Overall, 68% were not at increased risk of any of the marker conditions. The prevalence of increased risk for the marker conditions ranged from approximately 2% to 19% (diabetes 18.9%, ischaemic heart disease 13.3%, breast

Box 1. The Family History Questionnaire (FHQ-12) used in stage 1: development stage

This risk assessment focuses mainly on your close relatives, including parents, children, brother(s), and sister(s), both living and dead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Stage 1: development of brief FHQ–12: performance of each item to detect increased risk of marker condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number*</th>
<th>Increased risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80 (91/114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37 (42/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>98 (112/114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4 (4/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5 (6/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10 (1/114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18 (20/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6 (7/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16 (18/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>73 (82/113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>31 (33/107)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Questions 4a, 4b, 9a, and 7b are not reported as the numbers were small.
There were no significant differences in sex, age, or prevalence of increased risk for marker conditions between the participants in stage 1 and stage 2 (Table 1).

Stage 1: development of the brief FHQ

An increased risk of diabetes was associated with questions 1 and 3 (Box 1; \( P = 0.004, P < 0.001 \) respectively), and an increased risk of ischaemic heart disease with questions 1, 2, and 3 (\( P = 0.013, P < 0.01, P = 0.018 \) respectively). An increased risk of breast cancer (females only) was associated with questions 6, 7, 8, 12a, and 12b (\( P < 0.001, P < 0.001, P < 0.001, P < 0.001, P = 0.002 \) respectively) and of colorectal cancer with questions 10 and 11 (\( P < 0.001, P < 0.001 \) respectively). There was a low prevalence of positive responses to the ethnicity items in questions 4a, 4b, 9a, and 9b (1, 5, 21, 6 respectively), and therefore they were excluded from the multivariate analyses.

Table 2 shows that question 3 alone accurately identifies people at an increased risk of diabetes (sensitivity = 98%, specificity = 94%), and question 2 alone accurately identifies people at an increased risk of ischaemic heart disease (sensitivity = 92%, specificity = 79%). For breast cancer, question 8 alone performs fairly well in the identification of females at an increased risk (sensitivity = 85%, specificity = 96%); question 6 is more specific (97%), although it has a low sensitivity of 28%. For colorectal cancer, question 10 alone accurately identifies people at an increased risk (sensitivity = 85%, specificity = 96%); question 11 also has high specificity (89%), although it has lower sensitivity (54%).

Table 3 shows that combining question 6 with question 8 more accurately identifies females at increased risk of breast cancer (sensitivity = 92%, specificity = 81%), and combining question 10 with question 11 more accurately identifies people (males and females) at increased risk for colorectal cancer (sensitivity 100%, specificity 86%). These six items (questions 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, and 11) were therefore taken into the brief FHQ.

Stage 2: validation and performance of the brief FHQ

Validity was high, as shown by the absence of significant differences in sensitivity or specificity for any condition between stage 1 and stage 2. Table 4 shows the combined results for the six items from stages 1 and 2.

Table 4. Stage 1 and 2 validation of brief FHQ using pooled data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Question number(s)</th>
<th>Sensitivity, % (95% CI [n])</th>
<th>Specificity, % (95% CI [n])</th>
<th>Positive likelihood ratio</th>
<th>Negative likelihood ratio</th>
<th>Positive predictive value, %</th>
<th>False-positive rate, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>98 (95 to 99%) [208/213]</td>
<td>94 (92 to 95%) [854/913]</td>
<td>15.11*</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>93 (87 to 96%) [141/152]</td>
<td>81 (79 to 84%) [804/990]</td>
<td>4.94*</td>
<td>0.09*</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>6 or 8</td>
<td>81 (67 to 91%) [39/48]</td>
<td>83 (80 to 85%) [598/723]</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal cancer</td>
<td>10 or 11</td>
<td>96 (80 to 99%) [24/25]</td>
<td>88 (86 to 89%) [976/1114]</td>
<td>7.75*</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aStrong clinical significance. bModest clinical significance.
Figure 1 shows that the brief FHQ accurately identifies increased risk of any one of the marker conditions in both males and females (area under the ROC curve: males [diabetes, ischaemic heart disease, colorectal cancer] = 0.90 [95% CI = 0.87 to 0.94]; females [diabetes, ischaemic heart disease, breast cancer, colorectal cancer] = 0.89 [95% CI = 0.86 to 0.91]).

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary**

This is the first study to validate a short set of questions that simply and accurately predict individuals in primary care at increased risk from their family history of diabetes, heart disease, breast cancer, or colorectal cancer. The brief self-completed tool could be used for common chronic disease prevention in primary care, to identify people who would benefit from more detailed risk assessment and targeted interventions, such as regular colonoscopy or personalised exercise and diet regimes.

**Strengths and limitations**

The key strength of this study is that it uses a primary care population to validate generic family history questions and it shows how accurately this short set of questions can identify people at increased risk of four common chronic conditions because of their family history. Recruitment occurred across 10 general practices in eastern England, selected to ensure that people with a broad range of education levels, ethnic origins, and health literacy levels were approached. The sociodemographic data are consistent across both study groups, with stage 2 participants recruited in each practice between 3 and 12 months later than stage 1 participants, suggesting that the participants represent the practice populations. The analytic and reporting approaches were robust and performed according to a quality checklist, the Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) guidelines.20

Although the sample size was sufficient for both stages of this study, the main study limitation is the low recruitment rate, which ranged from 4% to 7% across the 10 practices. Members of the target population of people aged between 18 and 50 years were likely to work and have other commitments, which limited their ability to attend a consultation at their surgery during working hours, although early evening appointments were offered to improve recruitment. The focus on risk assessment may not have been of interest to people in good health and without symptoms. A similar recruitment rate was reported in the Family Healthware Impact Trial, which enrolled from primary care practices in the US, to evaluate a self-administered, web-based tool assessing familial risk for coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and colorectal, breast, and ovarian cancers.21 Nevertheless, the participants may have been biased towards having an interest or concern about their family history, which reduces the generalisability of the study findings. The selection bias may also have increased the prevalence of...
family history but although this would tend to increase the positive predictive value for each item, the estimates of sensitivity and specificity would remain the same in a primary care population.

Comparison with existing literature
This study demonstrated a substantial burden of family history risk for these chronic diseases in an adult primary care population in eastern England. The prevalence rates for increased risk for the marker conditions (diabetes = 18.9%, ischaemic heart disease = 13.3%, breast cancer = 6.2%, colorectal cancer = 2.2%) are similar to previous reports from the UK population. In comparison, data from the US Family Healthcare Impact Trial suggest higher prevalence rates (diabetes = 11%, ischaemic heart disease = 33%, breast cancer = 10%, colorectal cancer = 3%), which may be related to their less stringent stratification criteria; as 82% of their primary care participants had a ‘strong or moderate familial risk for at least one of the diseases’, as well as a likely selection bias towards people with a family history of these conditions.21

This study has demonstrated the diagnostic accuracy of a self-administered, brief tool compared with the gold standard of a three-generation pedigree, among a population of eastern England. While family history data were not corroborated, for example with cancer registry death certificates, there have been a number of studies suggesting that family history is accurate concerning first-degree relatives and common conditions.23,24 Therefore, it is suggested that, once validated among other primary care populations, the tool could be used systematically to increase utilisation of the family history in risk assessment and primary prevention of common chronic diseases in primary care. The ADDFAM (Added Value of ADDing FAmily History) cluster randomised trial, set in England, has recently demonstrated the utility of adding systematic family history enquiry to primary care cardiovascular disease risk assessment.25,26 Other studies have also suggested that simple tools can correctly identify the majority of people with a significant family history of coronary heart disease or diabetes,27 or colorectal cancer,28 when compared with a detailed questionnaire. Using brief questionnaires to identify people at higher risk of other diseases such as depression has been established primary care practice for some time.29

There is less evidence for the effectiveness of using family history to promote behaviour change among people at risk of common chronic diseases.29 The use of family history to promote the uptake of screening for prevention of breast and colorectal cancer has some support,30 but the Family Healthcare Impact Trial only demonstrated modestly increased self-reported physical activity and fruit and vegetable intake when comparing automated family history assessment and tailored messages with a standard preventive message; furthermore, there was no effect on smoking cessation, aspirin use, or blood pressure or blood glucose screening, and a reduced likelihood of receiving cholesterol screening.30

Implications for research and practice
Further research is needed to ensure that these findings are generalisable to other primary care populations in England and further afield, using similar data-collection and analytic approaches to ensure the quality of reporting diagnostic accuracy; the findings may also be generalisable to other conditions. Further research could also contribute to establishing the best way for people to use the brief, family history tool: online and smartphone applications could be tested against more conventional paper-based tools. There is also a need to identify whether the tool has utility at patient registration, routine health checks, or opportunistically, although its systematic application as a triaging tool is likely to have most utility, as in the ADDFAM trial.25 Certainly, more active approaches to implement the tool, beyond a letter of invitation from a GP, would be required to increase uptake.

This brief self-completed family history screening tool could have important implications for prevention of common chronic disease in clinical practice. While the majority of family history research to date has considered it in isolation from other primary and secondary preventive care, it is likely that using the family history together with other risk factors to promote chronic disease prevention has more acceptability and utility. There are many reports of GPs’ resistance to clinical genetics,51 yet family history questions already contribute to routine symptomatic risk assessment about cardiovascular disease and some cancers.22,33 This short tool could therefore be used for triaging healthy, asymptomatic people, in order to reassure those at population risk and to identify those at increased risk who would benefit from further risk assessment and management strategies.
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